Abstract. Imaginary quadratic fields are developed that have four invariants divisible by 3. Their associated real fields are found to differ in one significant respect: one case has two elementary generators and the other has only one.
1. Series 6. The number of invariants of a quadratic field Qid1/2) that are divisible by 3 equals the number of factors in the 3-Sylow subgroup of its class group. Following Scholz [1] , we use r for this number if d < 0 and s if d > 0. The first case of r = 1 is Qi(-23)1/2). This has C(3) as its class group. The first case [2] of r = 2 is g((-3299)1/2) with C(9) X C(3). The smallest known case [3] of r = 3 is ß((-63199139)172) with 0(3) X C(3) X C(3) X C(116). These three discriminants (1) D6iz) = 108z4 -148z3 + 84z2 -24z + 3.
It was proven in [3] that r ^ 2 for all square-free discriminants -7)6(z) with z = 1 (mod 3) except for the degenerate z -1. It was also shown that r = 3 for (2) Empirically, about 1/6 of all square-free D6(z) have r > 2 and it seemed plausible [3] that after a moderate number of such r > 2 were located, an example of r = 4 would appear. But this was not pursued at the time. Recently, we learned from Professor D. J. Lewis that a doctoral student of his, Maurice Craig [4], had constructed a £)((-D)1/2) with r = A. No details were conveyed except that D is very large, of the order of 400-10100, and so it is not suitable for a detailed numerical examination. To prove the existence of an r = A, only one case is needed, but, analytically speaking, some interest attaches to the size of the smallest such D. Thus, we could ask: How big must D be for the Diophantine equation Since it appeared likely that a much smaller D could be obtained with 7)6(z), we therefore continued (2) which has the class group
To verify that [C(3)]4 is a subgroup, it suffices to verify the 14 solutions of (3) in Table 1 . These 14, together with their 14 inverses obtained by changing the sign of c, correspond to 28 ideals of order 3 and minimal norm a within their respective equivalence classes. Since the identity of a class group with r < A can have at most 27 such cube-roots, we must have r ^ 4.
The entries J, K, L, M constitute four generators and the products of the first three make up the other rows in Table 1 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use By Scholz's theorem [1] and Theorem 3 of [3] , the real field ß(V37)6(169)) will have s -3. Its group is C(9) X C(3) X C(3) X C(16) X C(2).
Since its class number h = 2592 is relatively large for a real field, its fundamental unit e = (r + U(3D)l/2)/2 is correspondingly not too large to be given exactly: T = 9 6179600759 7355406365 7316493191 5352034585, U = 187844 7508730142 6405065469 7450227699.
It is desirable to explain how the r = A here comes about. In [3] , it is proven that r = s + 1 for -7)6(z) and 37)G(z), z = 1 (mod 3), and of the two solutions of are listed in Table 2 . Table 2 "smallest" can equally well be defined to mean the smallest D, and some well-known books assert that ß((-5)1/2) is the first case of nonunique factorization while others say that ß((-15)I/2) is. By our choice, ß((-7J>6(169))1/2) is the "smaller" of our two cases of r = 4 even though (8) is smaller than (2b). That seems the preferred convention in this context; e.g., compare the values of a in Tables 1 and 2 . Finally, since it may be of interest, we record (11) D = 7»3(449) = 1090678524545 = 5-23-83-193-592057.
Here, ß((-7))1/2) has (only) r = 3 but the 2-Sylow subgroup has five factors in addition:
3. The Class Field Towers. Golod and Safarevic proved [6] that the class field tower of an algebraic field k is infinite if its class group requires sufficiently many generators. Such k therefore cannot be imbedded in a larger algebraic field, of finite degree, having unique factorization. Specifically, from Roquette's formula [7, Eq. (1), p. 233], it follows that an imaginary quadratic field does have an infinite tower if its 3-rank (our r above) exceeds 3. So ß((-D)1/2) has such a tower for the D in (2b) and (8), the second case being especially noteworthy since its D is prime. The ß((-7))1/2) for (11) has an infinite tower because of its 2-rank = 5 (see Roquette, p. 234), but whether its 3-rank = 3 would also suffice is apparently not now known.
